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A group satisfies the permutizer condition P if each proper subgroup permutes
with some cyclic subgroup not contained in it. Here we characterize the classes of
soluble minimax groups and finitely generated soluble groups with P. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
A group G is said to satisfy the permutizer condition P if, for each proper
 :  :subgroup H, there is an element g g G _ H such that H g s g H.
w xFinite groups with P were investigated at length in 3 , where it was shown
that such groups are soluble and their chief factors have order 4 or a
prime. Thus finite P-groups are close to being supersoluble.
In this article we initiate the study of infinite P-groups by investigating
the structure of infinite soluble P-groups which are either finitely gener-
w xated or minimax. Most of the techniques employed in 3 apply only to
finite groups. While these methods can be applied to the finite quotients
of an infinite P-group, inevitably one has to seek new techniques drawn
from infinite soluble group theory. In particular, use is made of certain
w xcohomological theorems in 7 .
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Our principal conclusions about the structure of soluble minimax groups
with P show a clear tendency toward hypercyclicity. A group is called
.hypercyclic if it has an ascending normal series with cyclic factors.
THEOREM A. Let G be a soluble-by-finite minimax group satisfying the
permutizer condition. Then:
 .i each rationally irreducible factor F of G has rank 1 and
<  . <G: C F F 2;G
 . < <ii each chief factor F of G has order 4 or a prime, and if F s 4,
 .then GrC F , S .G 3
Here a rationally irreducible factor of G is a torsion-free abelian factor
 .HrK with H, K 1 G such that HrK m Q a simple QG-module.
Whether the converse of Theorem A holds is unknown, even for finite
groups. However, the theorem can be used to provide a criterion for a
soluble minimax group to have P.
Let H be a subgroup of a group G and let X be any nontrivial group.
Then we shall say that H is constrained by X in G if there exist subgroups
K and L of G such that L - H - K, L 1 K, and KrL , X.
We will show that if H is a proper self-normalizing subgroup of a
soluble-by-finite minimax group G with P, then H is constrained in G by
 .  .S , D the infinite dihedral group or a nonabelian subgroup of Hol Z ,4 ` p
the holomorph of Z , with p an odd prime.p
Now each of the constraining groups in the previous paragraph is a
P-group. Moreover, it is obvious that if every proper self-normalizing
subgroup of a group is constrained by a P-group, then the group itself is a
P-group. So we may formulate the following criterion.
THEOREM B. Let G be a soluble-by-finite minimax group. Then G satisfies
the permutizer condition if and only if e¨ery proper self-normalizing subgroup
 .is constrained in G by S , D or a nonabelian subgroup of Hol Z for some4 ` p
odd prime p.
Theorem A can be applied to a polycyclic group G to show that G has P
 .  .if and only if Grs G is a finite P-group where s G is the maximum
 .supersolubly embedded normal subgroup of G Theorem 3 . This is the
basis for an algorithm which determines whether a polycyclic group satis-
 .fies P Corollary 4 .
Finally, we turn our attention to finitely generated soluble groups. The
w xtheory of just nonpolycyclic groups in 8 is used to establish the somewhat
surprising
THEOREM C. A finitely generated soluble-by-finite group satisfying the
permutizer condition is polycyclic.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM A
We will need a preliminary result on modules. This is due to Segal
w x w x9, Lemma 3.1 , but its roots can be traced back to the work of Baer 1 .
LEMMA 1. Let A be a torsion-free abelian minimax group and let G F
 .Aut A . Assume that for almost all primes p the module ArpA has a
G-in¨ariant series with cyclic factors. Then A has a G-in¨ariant series whose
factors are torsion-free with rank 1.
The proof of this result involves nontrivial algebraic number theory.
In addition, we require certain information about the structure of a
w x w xsoluble minimax group G; for this see 5 or 6, 9.39.3 and 10.33 . There is a
Ïunique maximum divisible abelian subgroup D, which is a Cernikov group.
Also GrD is residually finite and it has a characteristic subgroup of finite
index which has a characteristic series with rationally irreducible factors.
Proof of Theorem A. Let G be a soluble-by-finite minimax group with
w xP; then G is soluble by 3, Theorem 2.1 . Denote the maximum divisible
abelian subgroup by D. As a first step we prove:
 .a If F s HrK is a rationally irreducible factor of G, then F has
rank 1.
G
Since H l D s K l D, we have HDrKD , HrK. This allows us to pass
to GrD and thus assume that D s 1. Hence there is a normal subgroup
of finite index with a G-invariant series whose factors are rationally
irreducible. Now F has the same rank as some factor of this series, as a
Jordan]Holder argument shows. Thus, by induction on the torsion-freeÈ
rank of G, we can assume that F s A is a rationally irreducible normal
subgroup and GrA is torsion-free-by-finite with all its rationally irre-
ducible factors of rank 1.
Let p be any odd prime. Since GrA p has no nontrivial divisible abelian
p < <subgroups, there is a torsion-free normal subgroup MrA with G: M
Gp pfinite. Then A l M s A and ArA , AMrM. Since GrM is a finite
P-group, its p-chief factors have order p. This allows us to apply Lemma 1
to the G-module A and deduce that A has rank 1.
 .b If F s HrK is a rationally irreducible factor of G, then
<  . <G: C F F 2.G
 .By the argument of a we can assume that F s A 1 G and A has rank
1. Also GrA has a normal subgroup of finite index which has a G-invariant
series with torsion-free abelian factors of rank 1 in each of which G
induces a group of automorphisms of order at most 2. This implies that
GrA has a nilpotent normal subgroup NrA with GrN finite.
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w x  .If A, N s 1, then GrC A is finite}with order at most 2 since AG
w x w xhas rank 1. Now assume that A, N / 1. Then Ar A, N is a torsion
w x 2 .group, so we can apply 7, Theorem 4 to deduce that H NrA, A has
w xfinite exponent. By 7, Lemma 10 this means that N has a subgroup X
< < < <such that X l A s 1 and N: XA is finite; hence G: XA is finite.
By Zorn's Lemma we can choose X maximal subject to X l A s 1 and
< <G: XA finite.
Applying the permutizer condition, we know that there exists g g G _ X
 :  :such that g X s X g s Y, say. Suppose for the moment that g g XA,
 .and write g s xa with x g X, a g A. Put C s C A and note that XrCX
is a finitely generated abelian group since A is a torsion-free abelian
minimax group of rank 1. Also C 1 Y since Y F XA, and YrC is poly-
cyclic, being the product of finitely generated abelian groups XrC and
 :  w x w x.g CrC Sesekin 10 and Lennox and Roseblade 4 . It follows that
 X :  X : < <a is finitely generated. Since a 1 XA and G: XA is finite, we
 G:conclude that A s a is finitely generated. This can only mean that0
 .  . <  . <A is infinite cyclic. But C A s C A , so G: C A F 2. We can0 G G 0 G
therefore assume that g f XA.
 :  :   :.   :.Since X g s g X, we have X XA l g s XA l g X. By the
 :last paragraph we can assume that XA l g F X. Now let y g Y l A,
i i  : iwith y s xg , x g X. Then g g XA l g F X and so y s xg g X l
A s 1. It follows that Y l A s 1; since X - Y, this contradicts the maxi-
mality of X.
 . < <c If F is a chief factor of G, then F s 4 or a prime.
It will be enough to show that there is an ascending normal series of G
whose factors are either torsion-free abelian or else chief factors with
order 4 or a prime; for a Jordan]Holder argument shows that F isÈ
 .G-isomorphic with a factor of the series. Now GrD has a finite series of
this type. Therefore it is enough to prove that D contains a minimal
normal subgroup of G which has order 4 or a prime. Note that we can
assume D to be a p-group with p a prime.
 .As we observed in b , there is a normal nilpotent subgroup NrD with
finite index in GrD. Since D satisfies the minimal condition, there is an
w x w xr ) 0 such that D, N s D, N s E, say. Here E 1 G and E isr rq1
divisible, while NrE is nilpotent. There are two cases to consider.
w x w xCase I: E / 1. Since E s E, N , we can apply 7, Theorem 4 to
2 . w xdeduce that H GrE, E has finite exponent. By 7, Lemma 10 this
implies that G has a subgroup X such that G s XE and X l E is finite.
w m x  p m 4Now X l E F E p [ e g E N e s 1 for some m G 0. Also it is
w m x w m x p menough to prove the claim for GrE p since the map eE p ¬ e is a
w m xsurjective homomorphism of G-modules from ErE p to E. Hence we
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may assume that
G s XE and X l E s 1.
 :By the property P there is an element g g G _ X such that X g s
 :  .g X s Y, say. Then Y s Y l XE s X Y l E , so that 1 / Y l E 1
YE s G. Consequently, Y l E contains a minimal normal subgroup of G,
say A. Here A must be a finite elementary abelian p-group.
  :.  :  :Next XA s XA l Y s X XA l g . Write XA l g s u and put
 .  . :C s C A . Then XArC is finite and equals the product XrC uC .X
 :We claim that uC may be assumed to be a p-group. For we can write
 :  :  : XuC s ¨C = wC where these are the p and p -components, respec-
< < < < <  :tively, and ¨ , w are powers of u. Observing that A s XA: X s X u :
< < :  : <   :.X s u : X l u , we see that w g X l u C F X. Hence
 . :  . :  : .  : .XrC uC s XrC ¨C and uC XrC s ¨C XrC . Now re-
place u by ¨ .
Let QrC be a Sylow p-subgroup of XArC containing the p-element
 .  .uC. Of course, A F Q; hence QrC s QrC l XArC s
 . .  .  . :.  .Q l XrC ACrC and QrCs QrC l XrC uC s Q l XrC
 : w xuC . This means that we are in the situation of 3, Lemma 3.2 ; the
< < < <  .conclusion is that A s ACrC s p or 4 if p s 2 .
We note for future reference that X acts irreducibly on A since
G s XE and A F E.
w xCase II: E s D, N s 1. Here N is nilpotent and G is nilpotent-by-r
finite. Then G s XN where X is finitely generated and hence polycyclic.
w x w xLet r be least such that D, N s 1 and put F s D, N . Now X l Fr ry1
w m xis finite. Factoring out by a suitable subgroup F p as in Case I, we
arrive at the situation
G s XN and X l F s 1.
Moreover, we can suppose X to be maximal subject to these properties.
Now we assume that F contains no minimal normal subgroups of G with
order 4 or a prime, and we look for a contradiction.
 :  :There is an element g g G _ X such that X g s g X s Y, say.
  :.   :.  :Then X XF l g s XF l g X. Suppose first that XF l g F X.
i i  :Let y g Y l F and write y s xg with x g X. Then g g XF l g F X,
so that y s xg i g X l F s 1. It follows that Y l F s 1, which contradicts
 :the maximality of X. Hence XF l g g X, which allows us to replace
 :  :g by XF l g . Now we are faced with the situation
 :X - Y s X g F XF .
Since Y l F / 1 by the maximality of X and since Y l F 1 YN s G
 w x .because F, N s 1 , we deduce that Y l F contains a minimal normal
subgroup of G, say A. Of course, A is a finite elementary abelian p-group.
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 .Let C s C A 1 XA; then XArC is finite. Arguing as in Case I,X
 .  :we may assume XArC l gC is a p-group, and choose a Sylow
 .  :p-subgroup QrC of XArC containing XArC l gC . Then QrC s
 . .  . .  :.Q l XrC ACrC and QrC s Q l XrC XArC l gC . Since
w xX l A F X l F s 1, we may again apply 3, Lemma 3.2 to deduce that
< < < <A s ACrC s p or 4.
w xNotice that X acts irreducibly on A since G s XN and A, N s 1.
 .  .d If F is a chief factor of G with order 4, then GrC F , S .G 3
 .Arguing as in c , we only need to prove that if A is a minimal normal
 .subgroup of G with order 4 contained in D, then GrC A , S . As inG 3
 .  :c we can find a subgroup X such that XA s X t where t f X, and X
< < < <  .acts irreducibly on A. Then XA: X s A s 4 and XArC A , A orX 4
S . But subgroups of A with order 3 do not have cyclic supplements.4 4
 .Hence XArC A , S , so X induces S in A, as must G.X 4 3
3. PROOF OF THEOREM B
Only the necessity of the condition is in doubt. Let H be a proper
self-normalizing subgroup of a soluble-by-finite minimax group P-group G.
 :  :Then H g s g H s K, say, for some g g G _ H. By Theorem A there
is an ascending normal series in G whose factors are either infinite cyclic
or chief factors with order 4 or a prime. Clearly, K has an ascending series
with the same properties. Factor out by all terms of this series that are
contained in H.
Denote by A the smallest nontrivial term of the series in K. Then we
can assume that K s HA. Hence H l Ae K and H l A may be factored
 .out; thus we may assume that H l A s 1. Notice also that C[ C A -H
H - K since H is self-normalizing.
First of all, if A is infinite cyclic, then KrC is isomorphic with D . If`
< <A s p, a prime, then p is odd and KrC is isomorphic with a nonabelian
 .subgroup of Hol Z .p
< <Finally, let A s 4. Now H must act irreducibly on A because A is
minimal normal in K s HA. Hence KrC , A or S . However, A cannot4 4 4
< <occur otherwise HrC s 3.
4. STRUCTURE OF SOLUBLE MINIMAX
GROUPS WITH P
 .Let s G denote the unique maximum hypercyclically embedded nor-
 .mal subgroup of G; thus s G has an ascending G-invariant series with
 .cyclic factors, while Grs G has no nontrivial cyclic normal subgroups. It
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 .is clear that G has P if and only if Grs G has P. In discussing the
structure of a soluble minimax group G with P, it is therefore natural to
 .assume that s G s 1.
Under this assumption, let H denote the maximum normal hypercentral
subgroup of G, and let T be its torsion subgroup. Then Theorem A shows
Ïthat T is a Cernikov 2-group. Notice that H is the intersection of all the
centralizers of the chief factors of G. The information about chief factors
in Theorem A shows that GrH is a subdirect product of Z 's and S 's.2 3
Next G [ GrT has a normal subgroup with finite index which has a
G-invariant series with torsion-free abelian factors of rank 1; also G
 .induces power automorphisms in each factor. Hence Grs G is a finite
 .  4P-group. What is more, Grs G is a 2, 3 -group since otherwise it has a
normal subgroup of prime order p ) 3 and this would show up as a normal
w xsubgroup of G with order p, by 3, Corollary 3 or a straightforward
argument.
Thus we can state
 .THEOREM 2. Let G be a soluble minimax group with P satisfying s G s
1. Let H be the maximum normal hypercentral subgroup of G and write T for
Ïits torsion subgroup. Then T is a Cerniko¨ 2-group and, if G s GrT, then
 .  4Grs G is a finite 2, 3 -group.
5. POLYCYCLIC GROUPS WITH P
The preceding results can be applied to polycyclic groups, and, in fact,
considerably more can be said about this case.
THEOREM 3. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group. Then the following are
equi¨ alent:
 .i all finite quotients of G ha¨e P;
 .  .ii Grs G is finite and satisfies P;
 .iii G satisfies P.
 .  .Proof. Assume that G satisfies i . Then part a of the proof of
Theorem A applies to show that every rationally irreducible factor of G is
 .  .infinite cyclic. It follows that Grs G is finite, so ii holds. The remaining
implications are obvious.
As an application, we give a new algorithm for polycyclic-by-finite
 w x .groups see 2 for a large collection of such algorithms .
COROLLARY 4. There is an algorithm which, when a finite presentation of
a polycyclic-by-finite group G is gi¨ en, decides if G satisfies the permutizer
condition.
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Proof. We set in motion two algorithmic procedures. The first one
simply enumerates the finite quotients of G and tests each one for P. The
procedure stops if it finds a finite quotient without P, in which event G
does not have P.
w xThe second procedure starts by determining if G is finite, using 2, 3.5 ,
and, if so, checks to see if G has P; if this is the case, the procedure stops.
Otherwise G is infinite, and the procedure attempts to construct an
infinite cyclic normal subgroup. To do this, enumerate all g g G _ 1, find
 G:  w x.a finite presentation of g using 2, 2.5 and 3.4 , and determine if
 G:  G:g is infinite cyclic. If this is true, pass to the group Gr g and repeat
the procedure. If the procedure stops, it will produce a normal subgroup N
 .such that N F s G and GrN is a finite P-group. Hence G has P.
By Theorem 3 one of the two procedures must stop.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM C
Let G be a finitely generated soluble-by-finite group with P. Then G is
w xsoluble. If G is not polycyclic, it has a just nonpolycyclic quotient 8, 2.1 .
Assume therefore that G is just nonpolycyclic.
w xLet A be the Fitting subgroup of G. It is shown in 8, 2.3 that A is
abelian. Next we prove
 . < <a There is a subgroup X such that X l A s 1 and G: XA is finite.
First of all, GrA is an infinite polycyclic group, so it has a rationally
irreducible normal subgroup BrA. Theorem A shows that BrA is infinite
1 . w xcyclic. Hence B splits over A. Now H BrA, A , Ar A, B is finite
w xsince A is a just infinite G-module by 8, 2.7 . Hence there are only finitely
many conjugacy classes of complements of A in B. Now G permutes these
conjugacy classes by conjugation. Let M be the kernel of this permutation
representation of G. Then GrM is finite.
 .Next write B s YA, Y l A s 1 and put X s N Y . If m g M, thenG
Y m s Y a for some a g A. Thus may1 g X and hence M F XA. It follows
< <  .that G: XA is finite, while clearly X l A s C Y s 1 since A is justA
infinite. Choose X maximal subject to these properties.
 .b Conclusion.
 :  :  :By P we have X g s g X for some g g G _ X. Put Y s X g .
Suppose first that g g XA with g s xa, x g X, a g A. Then a g Y. Now
w x  :X  :X AX is polycyclic; therefore Y is polycyclic by 4 . Hence a s a is
 G:finitely generated, as must be a . But this gives the contradiction a s 1.
Hence g f XA.
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  :.   :.Finally, we have X XA l g s XA l g X, so by the last para-
 : igraph XA l g F X. Now let y g Y l A, with y s xg , x g X. Then
i  :g g XA l g F X, so y g X l A s 1. Thus Y l A s 1, which contra-
dicts the maximality of X.
COROLLARY 5. Let G be a finitely generated soluble-by-finite group. Then
G is supersoluble if and only if G and GX satisfy P.
Proof. If G and GX have P, then each finite quotient of G is supersolu-
w x w x w x.ble, by 3, 3.4 . But G is polycyclic, so Baer's theorem 1 or 11, p. 162
implies that G is supersoluble.
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